Segmentation improvement through denoising of PET images with 3D-context modelling in wavelet domain.
Positron emission tomography (PET) images have been incorporated into the radiotherapy process as a powerful tool to assist in the contouring of lesions, leading to the emergence of a broad spectrum of automatic segmentation schemes for PET images (PET-AS). However, not all proposed PET-AS algorithms take into consideration the previous steps of image preparation. PET image noise has been shown to be one of the most relevant affecting factors in segmentation tasks. This study demonstrates a nonlinear filtering method based on spatially adaptive wavelet shrinkage using three-dimensional context modelling that considers the correlation of each voxel with its neighbours. Using this noise reduction method, excellent edge conservation properties are obtained. To evaluate the influence in the segmentation schemes of this filter, it was compared with a set of Gaussian filters (the most conventional) and with two previously optimised edge-preserving filters. Five segmentation schemes were used (most commonly implemented in commercial software): fixed thresholding, adaptive thresholding, watershed, adaptive region growing and affinity propagation clustering. Segmentation results were evaluated using the Dice similarity coefficient and classification error. A simple metric was also included to improve the characterisation of the filters used for induced blurring evaluation, based on the measurement of the average edge width. The proposed noise reduction procedure improves the results of segmentation throughout the performed settings and was shown to be more stable in low-contrast and high-noise conditions. Thus, the capacity of the segmentation method is reinforced by the denoising plan used.